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Winkhaus ArmorShield™

For Euro Profile Cylinders - Designed to withstand extreme attack!

Exploded view of ArmorShield™ and XR6-51 Kitemark cylinder (TS007 3I Combination). M6 bolt is used to hold the Armorshield™ halves 

together and 2 grub screws are tightened to help prevent the cylinder being removed if a ‘snapping’ attempt is made

Located in the fabric of the door the ArmorShield™ device 

shroud’s the locking cylinder and helps protect it from 

attack from crow bars, mole grips and large screwdrivers!

• If the handle is forcibly removed from the exterior of 

the door the ArmorShield™ helps prevent the potential 

intruder from snapping the locking cylinder and gaining 

entry to the property.

• When fitted the ArmorShield™ is completely concealed 

within the base plate of the handle.

• Suitable for Winkhaus Palladio™ XL handles and will also 

fit Hoppe Tokyo and other major brand door handles.

• Handle bolts through the ArmorShield™ for enhanced 

security.

• Complies with the latest Police ‘Secured by design’ 

Guidelines.

• Tested in accordance with A7 Heavy duty tools as 

specified in PAS24: A7 security standard.

• Ideally suited to PAS23/24 security doorsets and factory 

fitted. Can however be retrofitted if required.

• 4932964 ArmorShield™ for doors where the cylinder 

measures less than 45mm to the outside (measured 

from the centre line.) i.e would be used on a cylinder 

size 35/35.

• For optimum performance tighten the two M5 x 6mm 

grub screws. (Note: If using a thumbturn cylinder on 

some PVCu profiles it will be necessary to increase the 

length of the cylinder on the inside by 10mm, to allow 

access to the grub screw).

• If using a Winkhaus XR6 51 Kitemark thumbturn cylinder 

the thumbturn can be easily removed and re-installed 

without any special tools,  to aid installation.
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XR6-51 Cylinder + ArmorShield™ = TS007 3I

ArmorShield™ 

= TS007 2I

XR6-51 Cylinder 

= TS007 1I

SNAP RESISTANT

BUMP RESISTANT

PICK RESISTANT

DRILL RESISTANT
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